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Libraries
Transform Because

of You
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The Borough is transforming…
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“The Matanuska-Susitna Borough has been 

a continual economic standout in Alaska. 

Even in 2009 when employment stalled in 

Anchorage and the rest of the state, Mat-Su 

continued to add jobs.”

-- from Alaska Economic Trends, Feb. 2013
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Because the 
Borough      

transforms,            
Mat-Su libraries 
transform.
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In turn, our 

communities 

respond and 

support their 

libraries
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“Wow! There are a lot of people here. Just goes to show we need more 

of this type of thing out here.” - EL, mom of three from Palmer/Wasilla 

@ the art program



+ Big Lake Public Library
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Our preschool and 

elementary story 

times meet weekly. 

They enjoyed Shark Month 

last month. We had stories, 

songs, and crafts all about 

sharks. 
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Our BLTs               

(Big Lake Teens)    

are for kids 12 –

16. They, too, meet 

weekly.
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Finding the Easter Eggs hidden by the teen 

program: BLTs = Big Lake Teens.

You gotta 
love Easter 
in Alaska!
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Palmer Public Library
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Eagle River Nature Center naturalist, Samantha, talks 

with kids and adults about parasites, highlighting the 

dangers AND benefits of parasites. 
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“The Palmer Public Library has something 

for everyone…The Palmer Public Library 

is a great resource for everyone in and 

around Palmer.”

-- PalmerAlaska.net, sponsored by Valley Market Real Estate
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Sutton Public Library
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“The resource center 

is the place in our 

community where 

bright ideas begin.”

-- Nancy Bertels, Head Librarian, 

Sutton Public Library
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"Sutton library has a 

beautiful facility and 

a wonderful staff. It 

is a long standing 

community center 

that so many of us 

value. As an avid 

reader and writer, I 

don't know what I'd 

do without libraries 

like the Sutton Public 

Library.”  

- Eowyn Ivey
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Talkeetna Public Library
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Knowing how to tie the right knot can save lives.  

And, it’s fun!
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Trapper Creek Public Library
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Science @ Trapper 

Creek Library!
It’s explosively fun!
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There’s a cozy seat waiting just for 

you @ the Trapper Creek Library.



+ Wasilla Public Library
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“This place is awesome! 

We appreciate your 

efforts. Now we have a 

place to study and hang 

out. Everyone at Wasilla 

High thanks you!”
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+ Willow Public Library
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https://youtu.be/61TVtrYjOdI
https://youtu.be/61TVtrYjOdI

